that is, every value of every matrix is true or false. Variables such as /o, h fall into a hierarchy of values and values of values. We can write such propositions as (h) : ( 3/ 0 ). Zo, that is, some value of every matrix is true (which is false), and ( Bh) : (/ 0 ). t 0 , that is, all values of some matrix are true (which is true) ; and we have, of course, and it would seem that the proposition
is not equivalent to any proposition which can be stated without the use of some variable such as fe.
Values of Functions and Species of Functions.
There are two ways in which inferences can be drawn from universal propositions of the kind with which we are concerned: we can replace a universally quantified function by one of the values which it denotes, and we can replace a universally quantified function, as genus, by a more determinate function, as species.* Thus, (/i It is to be noted that gewws and species are to be understood in intension : being a function of the form pi v #1 entails being a function of the form h ; and this is the ground of the implication. There are two ways in which particular propositions can be inferred : we can infer a particular proposition from an instance of the function which is quantified particularly, and we can infer a particular proposition from a more determinate particular proposition. Thus, (to). ^vMo implies ( 3/i)(/ 0 ).^o; and 3(p 0 .q 0 ) .po.qo implies ( 3/ 0 ).h.
Analysed Propositions.
Heretofore we have been concerned with matrices whose values are elementary functions of unanalysed propositions, and we have illustrated the way in which a hierarchy of functions can be formed in this connection. Subscripts indicate parameters of various orders, and accordingly they indicate the order of denoting; so that the subscript which attaches to a variable determines the point in the hierarchy at which the variable takes values. Thus a function f(x, y, z) is ambiguous as regards the parametric order of its variable constituents. We may have /i(*o, yo, zo), which denotes "x 0 gives y 0 to s 0 ," which denotes "a gives b to c" ; or, we may have fo(xi, yi, Si), which denotes fo (a, b,c) , which denotes "a gives b to c"; and so on. It is clear that, as a result of this analysis, we can attach an applicative, "some" or "every," to the entire function at each stage of the hierarchy. If we apply "some" to fi(xo, y 0 , Zo) and "every" to fo(x 0 , y 0 > z 0 ), we have 3/i(^o,3
; o,2o):(/o(^o,3 ; o,2o))./o(^o,3 ; o^o), which corresponds to ( 3/) : (x, y } z) ,f(x, y, z) in the ordinary analysis; whereas, if we apply "some" to fo(xi, yu Z\) and "every" to fo(x 0t yo, So), we have
3M%i,yi,Zi)'-(fo(xQ,yo,Zo)) .fo(xo,yo,Zo), which corresponds to ( 3x, y y z) : (ƒ) .ƒ(#, y, z).
[Nov.-Dec, Now although the proposition (fiXo) l (foXo)./ 0 x 0 corresponds to (ƒ) : (x) .fxy there is an important difference between these propositions which I wish to point out. When we say (ƒ) : (x) .fx, it is presupposed that each value of x can be combined with every value of ƒ to form a significant proposition; whereas, no such presupposition as this is involved when we write (fiXo) : (/o#o) ./o#o. If there should be values of/ 0 , say ƒ', f"', and values of x 0 , say x', x n \ such that fx' and f'x", but such that fx" and f'x' are nonsignificant, this fact would not render (fiXo) : (foXo) ./o#o either false or non-significant. A matrix is to be regarded as taking such values as exhibit the form of the matrix; and the values taken by a variable constituent of a matrix depend upon the matrix in which the variable occurs. It is therefore possible that (fix 0 ) : (/o#o)./o#o should have a wider reference than (ƒ) : (x) .fx.
Analysed and Unanalysed Propositions.
I wish now to consider functions whose values are elementary functions of analysed propositions, and to inquire how, if at all, the denotative hierarchy for elementary functions of unanalysed propositions can be combined with the hierarchy for analysed propositions. We have such propositions as (fiXo)(Bf 0 xo).foXo and ( Bf 0 xi)(f 0 Xo) foX 0 . Now it appears that we can extend the range of t 0) h, • • • so as to include such functions as foX 0 , fiX 0l • • • . This can be seen to be possible by noting that f 0 Xo is a species of /o> and that fiXo is a species of h. An analysed function will have the order of its constituents of highest parametric order. It is clear that, for example, (fox 0 ) .foXo v ~foxo follows from WioVH, and that (/o#o)/o#oV ( 3f 0 x 0 ) ~foXo follows from (/o).*oV (Bto)~h; and also that ( 3/o^o)/o^o entails ( 3/oKo. Consider the proposition This analysis gives us a certain advantage as against the ordinary analysis. In the ordinary analysis, we can write (p) .pv ~p, and derive, as a species, (ƒ, x) .fxv ~fx; but this is confined to singly-quantified propositions, that is, to propositions involving a single applicative, "some" or "every"; whereas, we are now able to write, say, (p n ) • • • ( Bpo).p 0 v ~po> which is a proposition involving n + 1 applicatives.
Multiply-Quantified Propositions. Let F(t 0 ) denote an elementary function of to. Then it is clear that (t 0 ). F(t 0 ) implies (h) : (to). F(t 0 ). Similarly, (h) : (t 0 ). F(to) implies (h):.(h):(to).F(t 0 ).
Now (3t 0 ).F(to) can be obtained from (to). F(t 0 ) ; and generally, in a function of the form (t n ) • • • ^(^0), we can turn any universal variable into a particular variable. Accordingly, any proposition on F(t 0 ), of whatever degree of quantification, can be obtained from (t 0 ).F(to).
In the argument of the last paragraph, we have used F (to) to denote an elementary function of / 0 ; but I should like to point out that it is not at all necessary to employ such expressions as F(t 0 ).
The proposition ( BF): (t 0 ) .F(t 0 ), for example, expresses what is expressed by ( 3/i) : (/ 0 ). to. We can express the proposition
(F):(to).F(to).*.(h)(t 0 ).F(to)

